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Aluminium Moulds and Silicon
Moulds
SINOFUDE provides the good quality
Candy aluminium moulds and silicon
moulds, Aluminum type hard candy
mould, lollipop mould, Jelly
candy/Gummy Candy mould, Silicon
type toffee candy mould, Mould for
Starch mogul line, etc.

Candy Aluminium Moulds | Silicon Moulds
SINOFUDE provides the good quality Candy aluminium moulds and silicon
moulds, Aluminum type hard candy mould, lollipop mould, Jelly candy/Gummy
Candy mould, Silicon type toffee candy mould, Mould for Starch mogul line, etc.

Candy Aluminium Moulds and Silicon Moulds Order Steps
1. Candy sample or drawing provided by customer.
2. 3D design or Sample cavity provided by us for confirmation before mould
making.
3. Moulds fabrication and assembling, then packing for delivery.
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Candy Silicon Mould
Candy silicon mould is additive silica, high transparency and stability of high-quality
transparent food silica gel, good fluidity, can be cast and brush coated. Compared with the
condensation type, it has good dimensional stability; the linear shrinkage rate is less than 0.1%,
high-temperature resistance up to 250℃, and no reversion when heated in a sealed
environment.

Food Mould Silicon Uses Edit
Food grade mould is made of high-quality silicone, processed by scientific
formula and advanced technology. The product has the characteristics of
softness, high-temperature resistance, and stable performance. It is mainly
used for food re-molding, candy molds, cake molds, craft ceramics, printing,
human organ cloning, household appliances, lighting products, equipment with
very stable dimensional requirements, and carbon fiber composites and
machine parts mapping. The raw materials for this product are all SGS certified
as environmentally friendly materials.
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